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Introduction
Sitting between the violin and cello in range and occupying the role of the
“middle child” in the bowed string instrument family, the viola is often overlooked. More
often than not, a casual observer could mistake a viola for a violin. While the two
instruments share a lot of technical and tonal qualities, they are indeed distinct from one
another. The violin’s notoriety and popularity historically and contemporarily means that
it typically takes the front seat in most of the spheres it inhabits. However, that does not
diminish the viola’s importance in the multiple settings in which it is found. An orchestra
or a string quartet would not sound the same without the support of the viola’s rich
middle voice. Many prolific classical composers discover the beauty of the viola at some
point in their lives and decide to write works for the instrument. There are even multiple
instances of a composer’s last work being written specifically for the viola.
As a string player, when I mention to someone that I live in Nashville, the most
frequent response I get is to ask if I am a fiddle player. After all, Nashville is seen by
many as the home of country music. But what a lot of the general public may not realize
is that there is a lot more happening in Music City. Just in the recording sector alone,
there is far more going on than the fiddle solos you hear on a new Country music album.
Groups like the Nashville String Machine and the Nashville Music Scoring Orchestra
regularly record on anything from pop albums to video game and movie soundtracks
(Doerschuk 2004, 67)(Burlingame 2018). The goal of this project is to document and
explore a multitude of ways in which the viola is and can be used within a
1
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contemporary recording setting. Each song represents either a distinct genre in which
strings can be used, a different recording technique utilized, or a unique style of playing
that is possible on the viola. The viola is an incredibly versatile instrument and I believe
that with ingenuity and experimentation it can be used in many new and inventive ways.
Historically speaking, it would be hard to talk about string playing in relation to
the Nashville recording industry without at least briefly touching upon the Nashville
Sound. The term “Nashville Sound” was first seen in the Music Reporter in 1958
(Rumble 2013). It developed at a time when country music was struggling to keep up
with mainstream rock and roll. Sales were plummeting and country record producers
such as Chet Atkins, Owen Bradley, Ken Nelson, and Don Law had to find a way to fight
this trend. They were able to succeed by using rockabilly stars such as Elvis Presley to go
after younger audiences, hard-country singers to hold onto core audiences, and the newlycoined Nashville Sound to draw in a wider adult following. Several artists in the late
1940s and early 50s foreshadowed the type of country-pop sound that would eventually
turn into the Nashville Sound (Rumble 2013). For the purpose of this project, I focused
on what differentiated the Nashville Sound from the honky tonk style of country music
that was dominant in the years leading up to its emergence. Primarily, it was the
replacing of the steel guitar and fiddle with lush string sections and choral backing,
elements that were borrowed from much of the mainstream pop music of the time
(Rumble 2013). While the Nashville Sound was eventually replaced by genres such as
outlaw country and honky tonk, the impact of replacing traditional solo fiddle players
with full string sections would not fade. For example, Lauren Daigle’s Grammy award
winning song “You Say,” recorded in Nashville and released in 2018, still contains the
large string section sound reminiscent of those common in the heyday of the Nashville
Sound (Caulfield 2018). This is just one example of how strings are still being
incorporated into Nashville-based music in a way that very closely resembles what was
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created by the pioneers of the Nashville Sound. Whether being done by large string
sections reminiscent of what was actually going on during the heyday of the Nashville
Sound or by smaller ensembles using recording techniques to mimic the same effect, the
famous Nashville Sound is still being created in Nashville.
Nashville has a long history of commercial string recording that is still being
added to by the large community talented string musicians currently working in Music
City. As a new member of this community, my interest in how viola is used in these
recording settings has been particularly piqued. In each section of the paper I will discuss
different uses of the viola, different recording techniques used, and the different
challenges that each section poses. After I discuss each work included in this recording
project a series of appendices will follow with additional pertinent information such as
recording equipment used, lyric sheets, band charts, string arrangements, and a personnel
list.

“Show You” and Large String Section Recording
The lush string arrangements that dominated the Nashville Sound were the
inspiration for the first track on the project, “Show You.” Written during the second
semester of my studies at Belmont while I was out of town playing for an opera
production, like many great classic songs, it was born out of heartbreak. I had just gone
through a rough breakup and the song was an attempt to process some of the emotions
and events surrounding the breakup. It was an emotionally charged time and out of it
came an emotionally charged song. The opening guitar hook lent itself particularly well
to a more pop oriented production. The aural landscape created in the song “You Say” by
Lauren Daigle in particular was very inspirational for this song. The sweeping strings in
particular stood out. This was the main reason that I decided to choose this song for
exploring the type of string playing done in large string section recording sessions.
One of the biggest differences between traditional classical string playing and the
work done by recording musicians and ensembles in Nashville is the role that sightreading takes in the process. Sight-reading, which is the practice of reading a piece of
music and playing or performing it without any beforehand preparation, is not often seen
in the professional classical music world. When the New York Philharmonic or the
Emerson String Quartet put on a concert, what the audience does not see are the countless
hours of individual and group practicing and rehearsing done in order to get that polished
end product. In contrast, the majority of recording sessions in Nashville run solely on
sight-reading. The players show up a few minutes before the session and get handed
music that they have to perform as flawlessly as they possibly can in as few takes as
possible. Occasionally, there is adequate time to look through the large stacks of music
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beforehand and add in bowings and accidentals or make any other markings that the
player believes would be helpful, but this is not always the case. More often than not,
there is so much music being recorded in one session that it would be next to impossible
to look over each individual piece long enough to add any of these additional markings.
Subsequently, a lot of the string recording that is done in Nashville requires the
musicians to be of a high enough proficiency on their instruments that they can be trusted
to play perfectly on the first or second take. While this proficiency should be expected of
musicians in high level symphony orchestras or other professionals, not all string players
are confident in their sight-reading abilities. Since sight-reading is a skill that is not often
used in the traditional classical music sphere, there is the chance that even highly skilled
individuals have neglected this specific and necessary recording skill. If a musician is
making mistakes while sight-reading the arrangements, it will cost the client time and
money and the particular player will most likely not be hired again. As such, if someone
were to actively desire to pursue a career in string recording they need to be aware of the
level of sight-reading skills that are required to succeed in this line of work.
With the idea of sight-reading in mind, I decided to outsource the arranging aspect
of the track. Originally, the plan was for me to create the arrangements before the session
took place. However, I realized beforehand that this would potentially take out the sightreading aspect of the challenge If I was the one writing the parts, I would already be
intimately familiar with them and the challenges that they presented. Therefore I decided
for the sake of the project and the learning experience to have someone else do the
arrangement. I contacted one of the string arrangers that I knew in town, Laura Epling,
and hired her to create the arrangement for this track. The criteria that I gave her before
she started was that it needed to mirror the classic arrangements used during the
Nashville Sound era and be written for an instrumentation of eight violins, two violas,
and two celli. Normally, a session such as this one would have an additional upright bass
but the bass part was already taken care of in the initial band-tracking phase. Outside of
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those relatively vague instructions, I left the rest of the choices up to her in order to make
sure that the sight-reading experience for myself was as authentic as possible given the
circumstances.
The session itself was indicative of and specifically modeled after the type of
sessions run by top string contractors in Nashville such as David Davidson or Kristin
Wilkinson. The sessions that they regularly contract for consist of string sections made up
of 3-4 first violinists, 3-4 second violinists, 2 violists, 2 cellists, and 1 upright bassist.
What makes these sessions so unique is the way that they utilize multi-tracking in order
to create the effect of a larger ensemble. The most common approach done by Davidson
is to stack three takes, two without mutes and one with a mute. The addition of one muted
pass serves to soften the sound as well as to add an additional timbre to blend with the
two non-muted passes. In doing so, they are able to create the illusion of a much larger
ensemble. Depending on the specific song and the artist or producers wishes, sometimes
the exact combination of muted and unmuted passes will vary. It is possible to do all of
the passes unmuted or muted, or any other combination of the two depending on the
desired sound. The most immediate benefit of this stacking technique is the financial
savings afforded to the client. The fewer number of players required means that the
sessions can be done in smaller, and less expensive, studios. The client also no longer has
to pay for an entire orchestral sized string section.
We showed up to the studio for the session and all of the equipment was already
set up. Contrary to what was said earlier, there was a decent amount of time before the
session began, but with how social these settings tend to be most everyone spent their
time talking and socializing instead of looking over and practicing the charts. Once all of
the players were ready and accounted for and the engineer was ready to start recording,
we immediately filed into the studio to begin. This session was done at Wildwood
Recording and was engineered by Brendan Harkin. The chairs were set up to resemble a
traditional string orchestra setup with the first violins on the outside, followed by the
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second violins, violas, and finally the celli. Each stand of violins and violas, two per
stand, had one microphone centered between the two players about 3-4 feet above them.
The celli had one microphone placed on the floor between them about two feet away
from their instruments. The room also had multiple overhead microphones to capture the
group sound and the ambient noise of the room. Lists of the specific microphones used
for this session as well as those used for the other recording sessions are located in
Appendix E.
The challenge with recording in a large string section such as this one is similar to
the challenge posed by playing in an orchestral string section. While sight-reading the
music, you must match articulation, intonation, bowing, phrasing, and tone with your
stand partner to the best of your abilities. Not only must you match all of these aspects of
your playing with your stand partner, but you also have to listen to the overall group. If
even one person is not matching articulation or intonation or does anything else
noticeable to stand out, either they or whoever is running the session will stop the
recording and it will be done over again, costing the client time and money.
Another challenge to this style of playing is the inclusion of over-ear headphones.
The way these sessions work typically, the track is mostly finished before being sent off
for the string musicians to overdub their parts on top of the pre-recorded material. In
order to hear what they are playing along with they must wear headphones. Most of the
studio violinists and violists that I have worked with typically opt to have their right ear
covered and their left ear, the ear closest to their instrument, uncovered. This allows for
them to hear the track they are playing to, the overall group sound, and the sound they are
individually producing. The first time I experienced this was quite disorienting. I had
participated in a limited amount of recording work during my undergraduate experience,
but it was almost entirely large classical orchestral recording where we were not actively
listening to a track and playing along at the same time. The ability to simultaneously
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listen to a pre-recorded track in one ear, while listening to yourself and the rest of the
musicians around you in the other ear, is a skill that I had to learn over time.
We began the session by running through the track once without recording. This
is not always done, especially when the sessions are of a much larger scale, but it gives
the players a quick chance to familiarize themselves with the chart and catch any small
details that need to be marked before the recording commences. It also allows the
producer, artist, arranger, engineer, or any of the musicians to catch anything that might
be wrong in the sheet music or ask any clarifying questions. Luckily, we had time to do
this before we recorded this specific track. After our first run through, David Davidson,
who was leading the first violin section and running the session, did indeed have some
clarifying questions for Laura. There was a quick discussion over some bowing issues
and other phrasing nuances that needed to be clarified. There was nothing overtly
difficult in the charts that Laura arranged, but it was nice to hear them in person before
we recorded them. Once we completed the first initial run through we broke the song into
chunks and recorded the arrangement section by section. After this was done we then
repeated the process one more time without mutes before doing it a third time with mutes.
The entire process is so quick that it took less than 30 minutes to record the entire chart
three times through.

“The Joke” and Stacked String Quartet Recording
Brandi Carlile’s “The Joke” was released in 2018, and it would go on to win the
Grammy awards for Best American Roots Song and Best American Roots Performance
in 2019 (Krol 2019). An Americana Singer-Songwriter, Carlile was born in a small town
in Washington and grew up with hiking trips and self-taught vocal lessons. She was
particularly fond of the classic country music that her parents frequently enjoyed.
According to Mark Deming, this even included the Nashville Sound’s own Patsy Cline
(Deming 2019). It would then make sense why strings play such an important role in this
recording and her music in general. “The Joke” is an emotionally charged song with
impactful lyrics, powerful vocals, and poignant string arrangements. In the original
version of the song, the arrangements feature a string quartet and solo cello stacked
multiple times in order to create the illusion of a larger ensemble, similar to what was
done for the previous song “Show You.” I decided to include this song in the project as it
presented the unique challenge of arranging parts based on an already pre-existing
arrangement along with all of the other challenges that go into recording a stacked string
quartet.
Kristin Wilkinson was responsible for creating the string arrangements for the
original song. When deciding to include this song, it was partially used as a test of my
transcription skills. The process of transcribing solos or melodies is a large part of the
commercial music educational experience. Having to sit down and learn something
entirely by ear to the point that you are able to perform it from memory or notate it on
paper is a great way to become intimately familiar with something. It also helps to further
develop a musician’s ear to the point where they can ideally learn material solely using
their aural skills alone. This happens often in fiddle traditions, where tunes are passed
9
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down in either larger group jam settings or in one on one lessons. In either instance, sheet
music is not typically used. Instead, the leader or teacher plays the tune and then breaks it
down into sections for the students to learn by ear. Many commercial musicians also
learn tunes, songs, or specific solos by listening to recordings or pre-recorded
performances. In order to test this skill in this section of the project, I attempted to
transcribe Wilkinson’s string parts as accurately as I possibly could by relying solely on
my aural skills.
While I had already listened to the song before the start of the project enough to
become relatively familiar with it overall, I now had to listen specifically to the string
parts in order to determine what the arrangement would be. The first step was to write out
a chord chart for the song, the same chart the band would end up using during the
tracking process. This helped not only break the song into specific sections like verses,
choruses, and instrumentals, but it also provided a harmonic base to work from. After the
chord chart was finished, I went from section to section making a rough roadmap of what
instruments were playing when. For example, in the beginning section titled “Intro” on
the chord chart, there were two distinct cello lines happening. After completing this
roadmap, I began to learn each specific line by ear. I did this by looping sections and
listening over and over until I was able to play along on either a viola or a violin. The
chord chart helped with this process because it gave me an idea of the harmony the
melodies were playing over and reinforcing. Once I had a line down as close as I could, I
went into my notation software, MuseScore, and wrote out the parts. I frequently played
through each individual line with the original recording to make sure that everything fit.
Aside from a few changes made on purpose, such as the changing the chromatic runs in
measure 73, the arrangement that I produced at the end of the process mirrors
Wilkinson’s quite closely. In doing so, the parts became very familiar and comfortable to
me, contrary to the experience of seeing Epling’s charts for “Show You” for the first time
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the day of the session, and the ability to sight-read charts was not needed at all for this
particular song.
I made the decision to rearrange the added solo cello part into an additional viola
part, which seemed fitting for the project. After notating the second cello part in bass clef
I raised the part by one octave and rewrote it in alto clef. When exploring the commercial
recording possibilities for viola, one of the things that I searched for were recordings that
utilized the viola in a soloistic approach. Unsurprisingly, my findings were essentially
non-existent, with string solo lines typically shared between the violin and cello. Outside
of the fact that violin and cello are more well known instruments, there is no reason that a
viola could not also fill this role. While the stereotype did exist that violists were just “not
good enough violinists” or that they are too slow to play violin, modern day violists are
routinely required to play with the same technical proficiency required of a violinist or a
cellist. In fact, in some cases viola technique could potentially be considered “harder”
than violin technique. The viola is larger and heavier than a violin and thusly requires
more support and stability in order to hold and navigate the instrument, let alone produce
a good tone. The instrument also speaks slower than a violin, a difference that comes into
account especially when fast passages are required such as those in many fiddling
traditions. These are all challenges that every violist must learn to overcome during their
studies and development. The only consideration I had to take into account for this
particular project was the range, since I was directly transcribing parts written an octave
lower for cello. Luckily, taking the cello part up an octave in order to make it fit into the
violas range did not negatively impact the line or overall sound.
The session itself was engineered by David Hall, who was in charge of setting up
all of the microphones and the seating for the session. The strings were set up in a
traditional string quartet semi-circle configuration with violin 1 on the outside followed
by violin 2, viola, and cello. Each player was individually close-miked and then the entire
ensemble was distant-miked. With this session, we choose to use Davidson’s strategy of
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recording three passes and stacking them in order to create the illusion of a larger
ensemble. The goal was to make a string quartet sound like a larger string section. In
order to achieve this we recorded the charts three times and layered them on top of one
another.
We started at the beginning of the chart and worked in sections until we had
satisfactory takes of each section. This specific song also had the added 2 viola part
nd

which I had to stack by myself. The biggest challenge that this process posed was the
matching of intonation and inflection that I mentioned in the previous chapter. I would
argue that in this instance, it was actually more challenging. With a larger string section,
there is the opportunity to blend with those around you and create a cohesive group
sound, which is then easier to match on subsequent takes. With a session such as this one,
when there is only one person per part, it is much less forgiving. The option to blend with
the other musicians in the section is no longer available. Every minute detail can be heard
and the playing must be all the more precise. It is relative to the difference between
playing in a symphony section versus playing in a string quartet, except that string quartet
needs to match perfectly with itself every repetition. Learning to record in this particular
setup proved surprisingly challenging for me as a classically trained string player. I was
used to playing as close to perfect as I possibly could, but having to play perfectly on top
of something I had already played was a concept entirely foreign to me. It required a
level of control over bow speed, vibrato, intonation, dynamics, and phrasing that I did not
initially anticipate when I started doing this kind of work.

“Even in the Dark” and Solo String Quartet Recording
The song “Even in the Dark” was recorded and released in 2009 by Chicagobased band Company of Thieves. Company of Thieves is considered either an indie rock
or alternative rock band and their music reflects this designation. “Even in the Dark”
shows a more tender and laidback side which could be easily complimented by the
addition of strings. My reasoning behind the choice of this selection for the project was
that it represented a genre outside of country and folk music where strings are
occasionally utilized. It also provided me the opportunity to add string parts to a song that
did not originally contain them, as opposed to transcribing and arranging preexisting
parts like what was done for “The Joke.”
When creating the arrangement for this particular track I took into account the
original recording as well as the ensemble that I decided to use. The original recording of
the song did not include any string parts, just guitars, electric bass, keys, and vocals. In
choosing to go with a traditional string quartet with no stacking, I knew that the sound I
would be able to achieve would be relatively different than what was achieved with the
string parts on “The Joke” and “Show You.” The goal was to have this very clearly be a
string quartet with each individual part complete by itself without the need for additional
stacking. In order to do this the parts were focused less on melodic lines and more on
supporting the harmonic underpinnings of the song, with some rhythmic additions
throughout. By eliminating the need to have specific melodies stand out in a mix and
writing the parts primarily around pads and simple rhythms, it allowed the parts to sound
complete with just one pass. The strength and depth of sound needed to make complex
melodic or rhythmic lines stand on their own that is usually achieved through multitracking and layering was not needed in this instance.
13
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Actually writing the arrangement was not dissimilar to the process used for “The
Joke.” Once the chord chart was finished and the band tracking completed, I was able to
listen to the track with the chart and start to piece together the arrangement. For the intro
of the song I chose to use the first violin and viola to add a melodic line. The first verse
was then primarily pad-based with minimal motion until in the last measure a falling
triplet motif lead into the second verse. I wanted the second verse to begin sparser
texturally and therefore began the verse with all four instruments pizzicato. This verse
builds considerably throughout. To help with this after the first 8 measures, all four
strings go back to bowing with a slightly more active part including melodic interjections
in the viola and cello lines. During both of the choruses, the strings return to primarily
whole note pads with measure 61 being the exception, matching the rhythm of the rest of
the band. After the solo section from measures 75-90, there is a repeat of the first chorus.
The song ends with an outro section in which during the first 10 measures the strings use
a combination of tremolo and sustained notes to add both texture and harmony. There are
six subsequent measures of half and whole notes that put the strings back in a solely
harmonic supportive role. The strings return to pizzicato similar to the first half of verse 2
in the final four measures before ending on a held whole note. Overall, the parts skirt the
line between melodic and harmonic as well as active and passive.
The challenge faced with this type of recording is that there is even less margin
for error here than there was in the large string section setting of “Show You” and the
stacked string quartet setting for “The Joke. ” Because only a string quartet was being
used and there were no doubling of parts, each specific track had to be as close to perfect
as possible. The setup used for recording was the same as what we used for “The Joke,”
with violin 1 and cello being on the outside and violin 2 and viola on the inside of the
semi-circle. The microphones were not moved from the previous song either so they were
still set up in a similar manner. Since there was no layering needed for this particular
song, the process was completed relatively quickly. We read down the chart in sections
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and chunks like we did with the “The Joke” until everyone was satisfied and we decided
that we had an acceptable take. A skill that I first took note of and started focusing on
during my time working with David Davidson that came in handy in this instance, as well
as with “The Joke” and “Show You,” is the ability to play your part and listen intently to
yourself, while also being aware of every single thing happening around you. Being able
to listen intently like this and in turn be able to call out mistakes and make changes on the
fly comes in handy when you are leading a session such as this. There were multiple
times in these three sessions where I had to call out a change in the part or make the call
to fix a mistake that was mine or someone else’s. This level of listening and focus
reminds me of the type of critical listening needed to be a successful orchestral or
chamber musician. It is an incredibly active type of listening and it can take a lot of
practice to get to a point where you can be confident to listen in such a way.
One aspect of commercial string playing that was in play with this track in a
limited capacity was improvisation based on a predetermined melody or part. The
original song has a guitar solo at measure 75 that I transcribed for the viola. During our
first run through of the chart I played exactly what was written on the page, but we
decided that it did not accurately capture the mood we were looking for. We subsequently
continued on with the session and completed the rest of the chart with the rest of the
string quartet. After that was finished and the three other string musicians departed, I
entered an isolation booth and we attempted to work on getting a better solo take.
We did a few takes of the specific melody I transcribed but it was not yielding the
results we wanted. The engineer, David Hall, suggested that I try a few takes not looking
at the sheet music and just playing the part from memory. This allowed me to play the
part but also trust my instincts and intuition, allowing for a certain amount of
improvisatory freedom that was not present in the prior takes. It took a few tries to
achieve a happy medium of still relying on the written part but also letting myself play
what I was feeling. The final take that we settled on ended up as a combination of the
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written melody and some improvisation. There have been times when I have played
sessions and been asked to improvise on the spot based off of a part that is already
written out for me. I would categorize this skill as separate from completely free
improvisation based on a chord progression because there are already expectations on the
performance. In a situation such as this one, the arranger wrote the part for a reason and
in most cases what the artist, producer, or arranger wants is not a completely unrelated
product, they want something that resembles the preexisting melody. The improvisation
has this added constraint that the performer has to be aware of. While the ability to
improvise and think on your feet is not always required in this type of session work,
having the option to do so is a beneficial skill to any commercial musician and never a
hindrance.

“Alone” and Layered Solo Fiddle Recording
The second of four original songs included in the project, “Alone” was written
during a house sitting stint for the producer of the album, Tammy Rogers King. It was
shortly after the Christmas of 2018 and the completion of my first semester at Belmont. I
was a member of Belmont University’s Bluegrass Ensemble during my first year of
master’s study, and I decided to write a song for the ensemble to learn and perform. At
this point I had not written anything that could be considered “bluegrass” so this was a
new genre to me. The song was written using a 12-string acoustic guitar, which
influenced the feel of the song overall. The ensemble did not end up performing the song,
but it became one of my personal favorites and an ideal candidate for this project because
of the genre that it represented and the instrumentation I hoped to use.
Fiddling is traditionally done on violins alone. While many professional fiddle
players can also play viola to some capacity and some elect to play 5-string violins, it
would be difficult to find a top 40 country hit, let alone any mainstream country song,
with a fiddle part played on a viola. Outside of the traditional expectations, I wondered
why this was the case. When I began learning to fiddle on viola some specific differences
between violin and viola that could point at why there is a lack of fiddling violists
presented themselves. As mentioned earlier, the biggest factors that I found pertinent to
this question were the size and responsiveness difference between the two instruments.
Violins are typically much smaller than violas and have comparatively thinner and
shorter strings. Because of this, the strings vibrate much easier than the strings on a viola.
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As a result, violins generally require less bow speed and bow weight in order to
produce a satisfactory sound. Since the viola has ticker and longer strings, it requires the
player to use more bow speed and bow weight in order to get them to vibrate. The size
difference between the two instruments also allows for the violinists fingers to be spaced
closer together, whereas the violist has to spread out the hand to a significantly larger
degree. While these differences may become mute at a professional level of playing, with
professional violists playing with the same technical prowess of professional violinists,
they may point to a reason why viola has historically not been utilized for fiddling.
Fiddling is often fast and complex, a type of playing that can be more easily achieved by
a beginner player on violin than viola. This could explain why many violists today often
do not naturally gravitate towards this type of playing.
Historically speaking, there were also reasons violin was favored over viola for
fiddling purposes. In Ireland for example, presently a country long associated with
fiddling traditions, the adoption of the violin for use as a fiddle made sense because it fit
well with the other instruments already being used in Irish folk music. Specifically, the
violin was able to play many of the folk melodies played on the Uilleann pipes, or
bagpipes. Because a vast majority of the repertoire came from this instrument a lot of the
stylistic aspects such as the particular ornaments used can be traced back to them. The
fact that tunes came from this preexisting instrument also helps to justify the reason
violin was chosen instead of viola. The violin’s higher range simply fit better with the
range of the pipes (Johnston 1995). However, just because fiddling may be more
accessible and historically based on the violin does not mean that it is not possible on the
viola as well. That is what I set out to prove with this track.
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The actual tracking process for this track was far more collaborative than I had
originally planned. Similar to the rest of the tracks outside of “Just Keep Trying” which I
worked on alone, David Hall was present engineering and Tammy Rogers King and Ryan
Joseph acted as producers. Since this is an original, I was familiar with the workings of
the song and came to the session prepared with ideas of what I wanted to record.
However, after we finished tracking the band and we began overdubbing the fiddle parts,
we quickly realized that some of the specific fiddle parts I worked out ahead of time no
longer fit with what the band did. It was at this time that I realized how collaborative this
process had the potential to become. Both King and Joseph have acted as my fiddle
mentors in the past and they were quick to work with me and brainstorm different options
of what to do. King suggested altering the opening melody in order to make it more
unique and less repetitive than what was originally planned. She also suggested adding in
some of the pads to help fill out the second verse. This lead to a sort of semi-improvised
string arrangement that helped to fill out the verse and differentiate it from the verse
prior. Without her input this part would have been entirely absent. Once we got to the
second half of the song, when the feel doubles, Joseph stepped in to help because the
fiddle part we had planned to use no longer fit. He helped me create a part that we could
then layer and build upon. Hall then suggested that we could turn it into an underlying
thematic element that could be used throughout the rest of the song. This suggestion to
layer the parts and fly them to different portions of the second half of the song
dramatically improved the end product. This entire process drove home the idea that
studio recording does not happen in a vacuum. There are so many factors that go into the
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process and the ability to change and adapt as problems or issues arise is incredibly
important for any burgeoning studio musician, especially when improvisation is involved.

“Floating” and Solo Fiddle Recording
A song that was written with a sparse singer-songwriter vibe in mind, “Floating”
is another one of the originals chosen for inclusion in the project. The song was written
during my senior year of undergraduate studies after an incredibly rough breakup.
Similarly to “Show You,” this song was born out of intense emotions and trauma. At the
time, I was solely writing music with guitar, vocals, and viola as opposed to the entire
bluegrass band I originally wrote “Alone” for. Subsequently, the goal for this recording
was to have the viola take a larger role, filling up much of the aural space and sharing
almost an equal role with the vocals.
This track was recorded very similarly to the previous track, “Alone.” We first
completed the band tracking and then David set me up in an isolation booth to overdub
the fiddle parts. While I did have specific parts mapped out for portions of the song, such
as the melody in the introduction and the melody before the chorus, the rest of the song
was completely improvised. This is where I feel like I moved closest to the unrestrained
type of improvisation that goes on when a professional fiddle player steps into the booth
to record on a track. We started out recording the opening melody and an unforeseen
challenge immediately arose: my thirds did not match the rest of the band. Tammy was
quick to point out the problem and even quicker to offer up an explanation and potential
solution. In her words, the problem stemmed from my classical training and playing. In
traditional classical playing, specific chord tones will often be altered depending on their
harmonic function and the individual performers ear and phrasing choices. For example,
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the third could be altered to be slightly higher or lower depending on if it is acting as a
major or minor third. Turns out I was subconsciously doing just that, altering specific
pitches based on what I would expect would fit as opposed to what actually sounded
correct. Tammy then gave me two different solutions. The first solution was the most
obvious: listen more intently. I was tracking with headphones that had a good mix of
rhythm and harmony so if I listened closer I should be able to match pitch better. This
was initially a bit of a challenge for me as the classical part of my training was not used
to matching pitch with an acoustic guitar, let alone one that was recorded and being
played into my ear instead of live. While pitch is pitch regardless of what instrument it
comes from, there is something to be said about playing with instruments that have
unfamiliar timbres and overtone series. Someone who was entirely classically trained
may be momentarily fazed if they were presented with a track to play along with where
the only harmonic basis over which to play was coming from an instrument they had
never before experienced playing with. Luckily, I had plenty of experience playing with
these types of instruments during my time at Belmont and consciously opening up my
ears was enough to help out my intonation.
Her second solution was more stylistic: sliding into pitches. As a classical
musician, slides are relegated to either glissandi or portamenti, musical ornamentations
that are specifically notated and not found in every genre of classical music. Whereas in
fiddling music slides are used more frequently as a stylistic feature as well as in this
instance, to play with intonation. It is much easier to play a note in tune if you do not
have to hit the note spot on the first time and are instead able to slide into it. This not only
adds to the style and color of the passage or phrase, but it can successfully hide any pitch
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issues that may arise. When she mentioned the suggestion, Tammy stated that it was a
trick that even she often used in her own fiddling career.
After we were able to sort out what was causing my intonation issues and outlined
ways to fix it, we finished up the opening melody and began tracking the rest of the song.
Going forward I planned to take a more improvisatory approach to creating fills around
the vocal melody throughout. We did this in multiple passes, each time I would play
straight through the verse section and then we would stop and I would take mental stock
of what I played. Tammy and David would also offer suggestions and advice whenever
they deemed fit. One of the most insightful pieces of advice that Tammy offered was to
listen more closely to the lyrics and try to match my fills with them. For example, she
mentioned that when I was singing the phrase “Floating inside my mind,” I was playing a
line that sounded heavy and weighed down, contrary to the lyrics. She wanted me to be
more conscious of what mood or environment the lyrics were working to create and in
turn use my fiddle playing in order to support that idea, rather than just mindlessly play
along.
The next step of the process was recording what became the underlying fiddle
melody of the chorus section of the song. I originally intended for that part to be solo
fiddle and just go between the choruses and then in the outro. However, Tammy
suggested that it could sound good as an addition to the entire chorus section since it was
a memorable line. David and I both agreed and we decided to proceed accordingly. After
finishing that section of recording I agreed with Tammy’s suggestion, but I believed that
it could use some variation, since after repeating so many times it started to become
rather monotonous. With this in mind, I asked Tammy if she would be comfortable
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stacking a second fiddle part on top of the part we had already laid down. She agreed and
recorded her parts in a short amount of time. The addition of a second fiddle part helped
to diversify the sound and create more interest towards the end of the song. It was also an
insightful experience being able to observe her working and playing and doing many of
the things that she had previously been telling me to do.
Similarly to “Alone,” this selection showed me the value of collaboration as well
as the intricacies of improvisation in a recording setting. Many of the tips and tricks that
Tammy bestowed upon me during this one session will impact my commercial playing
far into the future. Taking into consideration the types of instruments you are playing
along to, being more conscious of altering specific pitches, using slides to color your
phrasing and intonation, and listening to the lyrical content more closely when
improvising with a vocal melody are all things that should be considered when playing
this type of session.

“Just Keep Trying” and Multi-Tracked Home Recording
The closing song on the project is titled “Just Keep Trying.” This song, another
original, does not readily fit into a specific genre, but it is the most viola-centric of all of
the selections. Originally written with just viola, looper pedal, and voice, this song
remained basically the same in terms of instrumentation. The goal was to record all of the
instrumental textures using just the viola, highlighting the versatility of the instrument to
be used in ways that are not common in traditional classical music. An added challenge
of this particular portion of the project was that I would be doing the entire thing at home
by myself. This meant that the aforementioned insight and mentorship received from
Tammy Rogers King, Ryan Joseph, and David Hall would not be a factor and I would not
be able to lean on them for advice and suggestions.
One of the obvious differences in this process, outside of the absence of my
aforementioned mentors, was that the recording was done entirely in my home studio
with no one to bounce ideas off of. My home studio setup is much different than the
studio we used to record the five previous tracks. My computer and audio interface are
set up on a desk in front of me and the microphone I am using at the time is set up to my
left. I began by setting up the session in Logic Pro X. Once I had the session setup to my
liking, I would pivot to the left so I was facing the microphone with my viola in playing
position. I chose to place the microphone approximately 2 feet above the bridge and
sound holes.
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Since this song consisted of solely two chords alternating back and forth, I did not
feel it was necessary to create a detailed chord chart. Instead, I created a roadmap of sorts
for myself. This document contained all of the sections of the song including the intro,
verse one, break, verse two, chorus one, solo, verse three, chorus two, and outro. Under
the section headings I drew a line graph that corresponded to the intensity level of each
section I was hoping to achieve, the higher the line meaning more intensity. Under this I
wrote down the specific parts that I wanted to include in each section such as bass
pizzicato, any pads, viola melody, vocals, vocal harmonies, and so forth. This roadmap is
included in Appendix C along with charts for each of the other songs. Using this roadmap
I then went about recording the ideas into Logic.
The actual act of recording required me to sit facing my microphone setup with
my viola in playing position, arm the track for recording, and then start recording with
the predetermined pre-roll as my only time to get back into position. This was the method
I used for recording all 24 tracks that ended up in the final song. I began with the bass
note pizzicato as it would continue on through out the entirety of the song in a relatively
unchanged manner and could act as a foundation for the rest of the parts. This aspect of
the song was made up of two different tracks, one playing whole note pizzicatos on E3
and one playing offset whole note pizzicatos alternating on B3, A3 and C3. After I was
able to get a reasonably long chunk of the pizzicato sections recorded, I looped them for
the required length of the song. Next I recorded the bowed rhythm that underlays the
entirety of the song. This rhythm consisted of one track playing the rhythm solely on an
E3 and another track playing B3, A3, and C4 in line with the harmonic rhythm
established with the pizzicato tracks. The tracks with the pads came next and consisted of
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an E3 pad, E4 pad, and an E3 harmonic pad. After I had these three parts recorded as my
base, I went about recording all of the solo viola lines. I decided to double all of these in
order to add the feeling of extra space that I was not going to be able to achieve naturally
in my home studio. Vocals were next and for this I had to reposition the microphone so
that I could sing into it at a close distance while remaining seated. I was careful to note
how high and in what configuration I had the microphone stand set at in case I needed to
go back and record more viola parts, which ended up being the case. As with the viola
solo lines, I doubled all of the vocal parts for the sake of creating space. The last thing I
did during this original session was to add vocal harmonies to parts of the choruses. I
then was able to piece everything together and decide what, if anything, needed to be
changed.
After sharing the rough mixed project with my major mentor, he suggested adding
variety to some of the sections in the form of viola fills and by varying the pizzicato
pattern at specific times during the song. I then had to go back and setup my studio in the
same way it was setup previously in order to get a similar sound for these additional
parts. During the third verse of the song I changed the pizzicato line to be less active and
I thinned out the overall instrumental textures in order to add variety to the verses. I also
added a supplemental melodic line during the final chorus as well as an 8-track stacked
string section melody again to introduce more variety to the overall song. Similar to the
on the fly arrangements that Tammy had me record on “Alone”, these parts were
improvised entirely with no preparation.
The specific challenge for this final track was finding ways that the viola could
fill all of the roles needed in order to produce a fully-fledged song. I had to discover ways
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that the viola could function as a melodic, harmonic and rhythmic voice in order to take
over the roles traditionally filled by basses, guitars, keyboards, and drums. In doing so, I
was able to explore how different techniques on the instrument could create different
effects. I would hope that this track in particular helps show how versatile the viola can
be when it is used in a creative manner. It is possible to create the basis for an entire
commercial song with just a viola and some creativity.

Conclusion
Throughout this project, I learned there is far more that goes into playing viola in
a commercial setting than what I knew going into this experience. I had a basic working
knowledge of all of the environments and genres I would be recording in before this
project began, having worked in studio recording in the past. However, the act of sitting
down and academically and systematically processing each and every situation helped to
solidify the specific takeaways from each song. While there are numerous takeaways
from this project there are three that stood out the most. The three biggest overarching
points that formed throughout this process were the importance of high level sightreading skills, the ability to think fast under pressure and adapt to overcome obstacles,
and the ability to be a highly critical and active listener.
The first three songs on the project, “The Joke”, “Show You”, and “Even in the
Dark”, showed the importance of highly developed sigh-reading skills and the ability to
play with different ensembles and listen intently. Both of these skills can be learned and
fostered in a classical music education setting. However, it is the specific ways in which
they are used in commercial recording settings that make them stand out. In the future,
knowing that these skills are so important for anyone hoping to be a commercial
recording string musician, specific exercises could be developed and implemented in a
pedagogical setting to help develop them.
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The final three songs on the project showed some of the skills outside of
traditional classical playing that are required of commercial recording musicians.
Primarily, it showed how important the ability to improvise and adapt under pressure is in
this setting. These are skills that are not necessarily pertinent to most classical musicians.
Modern classical pieces are most often all entirely predetermined, the individual does not
have to make any major decisions outside of things like phrasing and individual stylistic
choices. The specific notes and intent of the composer are for the most part all predetermined. In commercial styles and recordings such as these, the individual musicians
have an entirely different amount and type of freedom that is not present in traditional
classical music.
The viola is an incredibly versatile instrument that is often overlooked by both
classical and commercial musicians. Through the completion of this project, the viola’s
importance and role in various commercial recording settings can be seen. The viola is an
integral part of the large string section and string quartet recordings done in Nashville and
beyond. It is also capable of filling the role of the violin in fiddle styles. It is my hope that
this project will pave the way for future violists to further explore their role in nontraditional genres and spaces as well as provide guidance to anyone hoping to break into
this sphere of playing and recording.

Appendix A - Lyric Sheets
[C]

Show You

I’ll show you my words
Scrawled on the back of a postcard
Sent from Phoenix Arizona
In the middle of December
I’ll show you my face
Burned onto a polaroid
Taken in some bar
Whose name I won’t remember
I’ll show you everything
Everything that makes me me
I’ll show everything
Everything that makes me me
I’ll show you my voice
Over a midnight
From the back of a cab
On some unnamed highway
I’ll show you my heart
Poured out in a song
Written in the bunk of a bus
On my way back home to you (x2)
I’ll show you everything
I’ll show you everything (x2)
I’ll show you everything
Everything that makes me me
I’ll show you everything
Everything that makes me me
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[D]

The Joke

You're feeling nervous, aren't you, boy?
With your quiet voice and impeccable style
Don't ever let them steal your joy
And your gentle ways, to keep 'em from running wild
They can kick dirt in your face
Dress you down, and tell you that your place
Is in the middle, when they hate the way you shine
I see you tugging on your shirt
Trying to hide inside of it and hide how much it hurts
Let 'em laugh while they can
Let 'em spin, let 'em scatter in the wind
I have been to the movies, I've seen how it ends
And the joke's on them
You get discouraged, don't you, girl?
It's your brother's world for a while longer
You gotta dance with the devil on a river
To beat the stream
Call it living the dream, call it kicking the ladder
They come to kick dirt in your face
To call you weak and then displace you
After carrying your baby on your back across the desert
I saw your eyes behind your hair
And you're looking tired, but you don't look scared
Let 'em laugh while they can
Let 'em spin, let 'em scatter in the wind
I have been to the movies, I've seen how it ends
And the joke's on them
Let 'em laugh while they can
Let 'em spin, let 'em scatter in the wind
I have been to the movies, I've seen how it ends
And the joke's on them

Carlile
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[C]

Even in the Dark

For those who work so hard
Never see their children
Never see their children grow
Into the gifts they give them
This is life is all unknown
Gotta listen to their laughter
Everyone must be heard now
Even in the dark
For those who seek no answers
Keep it from the table
Ignorance is eaten up
When everyone must be fed
This life is constant hunger
See it in the dreamers
Believe in the believers of never-ending love
An end is kind of love
Even in the darkness
Whoa...
Even in the dark
Find your calling
Even in the dark
Find your calling
Find your calling
Even in the dark
Find your calling
You gotta find your calling
Even in the dark
Everyone must be heard
Even in the darkness
Even in the dark
Even in the darkness
Whoa...
Even in the dark

Schatz/Walloch
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[G]

Alone

I went down to the river
Just to find my way home
There was no one there to save me
So I walked the path alone
Through the leaves and the trees
I stumbled on my own
Only the moon to keep watch
As I walked the path alone
So alone x4
I came across a clearing
There I found a single gravestone
Soon it all made sense
Why I walked the path alone
On that solitary stone
Was a skull and two crossbones
Underneath that was my name
For my sins I must atone
So I walk this path alone
So I walk this path alone
So alone x4

Monnius
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[G]

Floating

I’ve been down
And I can’t turn around
If I did what would I see
If I did would you be staring back at me
All the things we used to do
All the things that make me think of you
Floating inside your eyes
Floating inside my mind
All the good
And all the bad
All the happy
And all the sad
All the shooting stars we watched
All the fights that we fought
Will I ever forget?
Will I ever forget?
Will I ever forget?
Do I even wanna forget?
Will I ever forget?
Will I ever forget?
Will I ever forget?
Do I even wanna forget?

Monnius
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[E]

Just Keep Trying

It’s late at night and I’m biding my time
The thoughts in my mind won’t lay down and die
They’re racing around, they don’t make a sound
I’d shut them out, if I only knew how
I’m stuck in a dream where nothing tastes sweet
The dark in my mind won’t let my eyes see
It’s all around, can’t find my way out
I’d shut it out, if I only knew how
I just keep trying
Even when the days are long
I just keep trying
Even when I’m all alone
It’s 6AM, no rest did I see
The stress in my life won’t let me feel free
It’s weighing me down, feel like I might drown
I’d shut it out, if I only knew how
I just keep trying
Even when the days are long
I just keep trying
Even when I’m all alone (x2)

Monnius
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Appendix B - String Arrangements
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Appendix C - Band Charts
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Appendix D - Session Equipment
Microphones used for “Show You” String Session:
Violins: Audio Technica 4047s
Violas: AKG 414 TL2
Celli: Vintage Neumann U47
Room: Vintage Neumann U87s
Preamps for “Show You” String Session:
Violins, Violas, Celli: Trident Series 80
Room: Martech MSS 10
Microphone used for “Just Keep Trying”:
Viola, 5 String and Vocals: Rode NT2-A
Preamps used for “Just Keep Trying”:
Viola, 5 String, and Vocals: Scarlett 2i2 built in Preamps
Microphones used for Band Tracking:
Hat: Shure SM81
Kick: Shure Beta 52a
Snare: Shure 57
Side Snare: EV 635A
Floor Tom: Shure Beta 98
Rack Tom: Shure Beta 98
Overhead Ride: KEL HM1
Overhead Hat: KEL HM1
Electric Bass: DI
Upright Bass: Warm 251
Keys: DI
Electric Guitar 1: Shure SM57
Electric Guitar 2: Royer 121
Acoustic Guitar: Thuresson CM402
Viola and Fiddle: Warm 251, Thuresson CM402, Audio Technica 1081
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Preamps used for Band Tracking:
Hat: UA 710
Kick: API 512
Snare: NEVE 511
Side Snare: Warm 76
Floor Tom: Warm 412
Rack Tom: Warm 412
Overhead Ride: Warm 412
Overhead Hat: Warm 412
Electric Bass: N/A
Upright Bass: Chandler
Keys: N/A
Electric Guitar 1: Burl B1D
Electric Guitar 2: Wunder Cobalt
Acoustic Guitar: Martech
Vocals: LaChapell 992 & Warm 76
Viola and Fiddle: NEVE 511 & Warm 76
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Appendix E - Personnel
Producers: David Hall, Ryan Joseph, Tammy Rogers King, Patrick Monnius
Engineers: David Hall, Brendan Harkin, Patrick Monnius
String Arrangers: Laura Epling, Patrick Monnius
Lead Vocals: Patrick Monnius
Background Vocals: Ryan Joseph, Tammy Rogers King
Guitars: Jeff King
Bass: Mark Fain
Keys: Luke Moseley
Drums: Miles McPherson
Fiddle: Tammy Rogers King
Violin: David Angell, Dayna Bee, Jenny Bifano, Janet Darnall, David Davidson, Conni
Ellisor, Ryan Joseph, Betsy Lamb, Karen Winkelmann
Viola: Monisa Angell, Patrick Monnius
Celli: Maggie Chafee, Carole Rabinowitz, Sari Reist
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